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Abstract. In this report, a survey on cryptanalysis of stream cipher is presented. For each
signi�cant method, a brief outline is provided and their advantages and drawbacks together with
comparisons are presented as well.

1. Introduction

Stream cipher are commonly used in secure communications, especially in wireless communica-

tion. When producing a cipher, the plaintext string is bit-wise added to a pseudo-random sequence

called key stream. It is known if this pseudo-random sequence is truly random, then the cipher

is unbreakable, where truly random binary string is de�ned as i.i.d binary sequence with symbol

0 and 1 equally likely. However, a truly random sequence can not be generated [48]. A loose

requirement is to construct a key stream generator, which is close to purely random in some sense.

This closeness is in fact the strength of the stream cipher. It deserves mention that in di�erent

applications, the security requirements may be di�erent. Accordingly, the cryptanalysis of a stream

cipher can be classi�ed as

1. Ciphertext Only Attack. This attack considers the possibility to break the stream cipher

with cipher text only.

2. Known Plaintext Attack. In this attack, a piece of ciphertext together with its corresponding

plaintext is known. For stream cipher, this is equivalent to say, a piece of key stream is

known. The objective is to recover the private key that generates the whole key stream.

3. Chosen Plaintext Attack. A piece of arbitrary chosen plaintext and its corresponding ci-

phertext is known. In stream cipher, the key stream is independent of plaintext. Therefore,

this attack is equivalent to the known palaintext attack. However, keep in mind that it is

quite di�erent for block cipher.

4. Distinguishing from Truly Random Sequence. The objective of this attack is to see whether

it is really like a truly random sequence. This is not an attack in fact. It is just a strict
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criterion for a good stream cipher. If we de�ne a truly random sequence as an i.i.d source

with each possible symbol equally likely, we can use the notion of distinguishing from truly

random sequence below to de�ne the success of this attack.

De�nition 1.1. Let G be a key stream generator. Given that a binary string C of length n

is generated from model G or truly random model T equaly likely, a probabilistic algorithm

A wants to decide C comes from G model or random model. It outputs 1 if it decides C

is generated by G, outputs 0 otherwise. We say A can distinguish G from truly random

sequence if there exists a constant � > 0 such that when n > N0 for some positive number

N0,

j1
2
(P (A(C) = 1jC  G) + P (A(C) = 0jC  T )� 1

2
)j � �; (1)

where C  G means C is generated from G but A does not know this information and

C  T means C is drawn according to purely random model T but A does not know this

information. We say, A distinguish G from truly random sequence in worst (average)

running time T (n) if mathcalA makes decision in worst (average) time T (n):

In known literature, almost all the research papers discuss only the known plaintext attack. Indeed,

it is possible that people can known some plaintext by personal ways. For example, in cell phone

communication it is not diÆcult to obtain a piece of cipher and its corresponding plaintext. Thus,

this type of attack is very practical.

Distinguishing from truly random sequence attack is a newly proposed security criterion. Don

Coppersmith [17] showed a distinguishing technique to a class of stream ciphers.

Ciphertext only attack is much weaker than known plaintext attack. In some situations, this

attack is still practical.

In the following sections, we will consider kinds of cryptanalysis. And their advantages and

drawbacks are presented. Related analysis are compared.

2. Ciphertext Only Attack

In some situations, the attacker can only get part of ciphertext. To decrypt all the massages,

he has to �nd the secret key. That is, they have to some ciphertext only attacks to recover the

secret key. Now we introduce the attack on multiple LSFRs [37] based combination generator. It

is depicted as follows. Let fxitg1t=0; i = 1; 2; � � � ; m be m LFSR sequence and f(y1; � � � ; ym) be a
Boolean function. Then the key stream fztg is output of this Boolean function where the inputs
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are the m LFSR sequences. And the cipher fctg is produced by bitwise adding the plaintext fytg
to the key stream fztg: Now, suppose we are given

(1) Feedback polynomial for the m LSFRs.

(2) a segment of ciphertext CN
1

(3) P (yt = 0) = p0 > 1=2; where p0 is known.

(4) P (zt � xit) = qi > 1=2; qi; i = 1; � � � ; m is known.

The objective is to recover the initial states of all LFSRs. Siegenthaler [64] based on the initial idea

of correlation concept [12], proposed a divide-and-conquer attack to the generator above. The key

idea is to build correlation between LFSRi and ciphertext using the bias of plaintext and correlation

probability between key stream and individual input LFSRi. We model both LFSRi and plaintext

as i.i.d binary source. And 0 and 1 in LFSRi are equally likely. Let X̂(i) = fx̂(i)n g be the sequence
obtained by guessing the initial state of LFSRi. Then

P (cn = x̂(i)n ) = P (yn � zn = x̂(i)n )

= p0P (zn = x̂(i)n ) + (1� p0)(1� P (zn = x̂(i)n ))

Thus, if X̂(i) = X(i), de�ne pi = P (cn = x̂
(i)
n ) = p0qi + (1 � p0)(1 � qi): Then pi � 1=2 =

2(p0 � 1=2)(qi � 1=2) > 0: If X̂(i) 6= X(i), then P (cn = x̂
(i)
n ) = 1=2: Therefore, if X̂(i) = X(i), then

X̂(i) � C is i.i.d source with distribution pi > 1=2: That is to say, correlation probabiltiy between

the cipher string and input LFSRi is larger than one half. If X̂(i) 6= X(i); then X̂(i) � C is i.i.d

source with distribution 1/2. Let � =
PN

n=1 x̂
(i)
n � cn, then it is well-known [69], the distribution

can be approximated as normal distribution N(N(1� pi); N(1� pi)pi) if X̂(i) = X(i): Otherwise, it

is approximated by N(N=2; N=4). Thus, we can use this di�erence to distinguish this two classes.

In details, one can choose a proper threshold T . If � > T , we make decision that X̂ i does not have

the correct initial state and thus discard it. Otherwise, we make decision it has the correct initial

state and select it as a candidate of the true sequence for LFSRi. It is shown if T is chosen properly,

the false alarm probability and missing event probability can exponentially approach zero with the

length N of known ciphertext. Thus when N is large enough but linear in length of LFSRi, then

the above decision rule will result in unique candidate. If the length of LFSRi is ri, the running

time for this attack is O(
Ps

i=1 2
ri). Finally, if the feedback polynomial of LFSRs are unknown, we

have to try all possible LFSRs. For example, if we know LFSRi is primitive, then we have to try

all �(2ri � 1)=ri primitive polynomials to the attack above. Thus the running time will change to

O(
Ps

1 2
2ri): However, required ciphertext is still linear in ri according to a formulae in [64].
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From the attack procedure above, we can see it require plaintext has bias and key stream is

correlated to the input sequences. The former condition is always satis�ed in reality. However, the

latter condition can be easily avoided by satisfying the �rst order correlation immunity condition

[71, 63]. Furthermore, if for the correct initial sate and some wrong initial states, the corresponding

�s are located at the same side of the threshold T , then it is possible to make wrong decision or no

solution.

Palit and Roy [68] improved this by selecting the initial state corresponding to the lowest �:

They call it as best-is-correct method. They further exploit this basic idea to the case where the

combination function is unknown. In detail, they select the input of LFSRi as the correct initial

state that maximizes j� � N=2j (absolute sign is used because whether 0 has bigger probability

is unknown). After obtaining all the initial state of input LFSRs, we try to �nd the combination

function by �nding the input-output truth table of this function. Since the combination function

output is not available, we have to recover it before beuild this table. Notice the ciphertext is

known and correlated to the input LFSRs. ALso the plaintext is assumed biased. For given each

input tuple of the combination function, we collect all the cipher bits corresponding to this input

tuple and compute string cipher occurence probability given the combination function output is 1

or 0 respectively, decide whether the output is 1 or 0 according which corresponds to the larger

conditional probability.

Compared with Siegenthaler's method, Palit and Roys method has wider consideration and more

accurate. However, it still assume the combination function is not correlation-immune. Further-

more, his probability calculation is not eÆcient in real computation. This computation is necessary

for estimation of the length of required cipher text.

Eric [18] considered a decimation attack. In this attack, he still considers the divide-and-conquer

attack to combination generator. In Siegenthalers divide-and-conquer attack, the required running

time is O(2ni) in order to recover the initial state of input sequence i, where the ni is the length of

sequence LFSRi. Before running correlation attack, Eric run a d-decimation of the known cipher

text. And then apply the same method as Siegenthaler's to the decimated key stream. Then it is

proved the required running time is (n̂i2n̂i); where n̂i the smallest number of n such that 2n = 1 mod

2ni�1
gcd(d;2ni�1) : However, it is easy to see the required length of cipher text is at least O(2(maxfnig)=2):

In general, this is impractical. we would like to mention, it is impossible to get the whole initial
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state of LFSRi by analyzing one piece of d-decimation ciphertext since it only covers n̂i information

bits.

3. Sub-Key Guessing Attack

Zeng, et, al [73] noticed that although many stream ciphers have a long secret key, it is possible

to determine the whole key by guessing only a sub key and running some consistency test. For

LFSR based stream cipher, it is possible to �nd linear constraints on the key. Thus it is possible

to guess a sub-key and then write a system of linear equations of form

A(K1)x = b; (2)

where the coeÆcient matrix A(K1) is determined by the generating algorithm and b is the known

key stream. The solution x can be used to determine the remaining part of the private key. Zeng,

et, al used this idea to successfully crack Jennings Generator [67], Multiple Speed Generator and

Perfect Linear Cipher. We take Jennings Generator to explain how this type of attack works. This

generator consists of two LFSRs, LFSR1 and LFSR2. The feedback polynomials of LSFR1 and

LFSR2 f(x); g(x), respectively are known. Suppose degf(x) = l; degg(x) = n: Then the generator

is described as follows.

Step 1 LFSR1 is regulary clocked. Let its state at time t is A(t) = (at; at+1; � � � ; at+l�1): For �xed
tap positions, 0 � n1 < n2 < � � �< nJ , output k = at+n1 � � �at+nJ :

Step 2 � : f0; 1gJ ! f0; 1; � � � ; n�1g is a secret function. LSFR2 is also regulary clocked as LFSR1.
let �(k) = u; then at time t, it outputs b(t+ u) as the key stream c(t):

The secret key is the initial states of LFSR1 and LFSR2 together with the function �: Let The

attack procedure can be described as follows.

Step 1 For 0 � t � N; write

xt = rt;0 + rt;1x+ � � �+ rt;n�1x
n�1 (mod g(x));

Then we have

b(t) =
n�1X
i=0

rt;ib(i) (3)

Step 2 Guess the initial state for LFSR1 and write the following 2J linear systems:

Sk : Akx = ck; 0 � k � 2J � 1; (4)
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by using the equation (3) and J-tuple output of LFSR1. That is, if at time t, LFSR1

outputs k (look k in binary form), then put

c(t) =
n�1X
i=0

rt;ixi to Sk:

Although we do not know the output of the � function, we indeed know the same input of

� corresponds to the same output. Thats, their corresponding tap positions of LFSR2 are

the same. Thus if the initial state of LFSR1 is guessed correctly, Sk should be consistent;

otherwise not. And thus check the linear consistency of all Sk; k = 0; 1; � � � ; 2J � 1: If any

Sk is consistent individualy , then a is reserved as candidate for the initial state of LFSR1.

Otherwise, discard it. It is shown that the number of the reserved candidates is very small.

Step 3 For a reserved candidate initial state of LFSR1, solve the linear system Sk; k = 0; 1; � � � ; 2J�
1; respectively. If this reserved initial state of LFSR1 is correct, then the initial state of

LFSR2 should be one solution of Sk for some k 2 f0; 1; � � � ; 2J � 1g: Notice the solution for

Sk ; k = 0; 1; � � � ; 2J � 1 is di�erent because their corresponding tap positions are di�erent.

However, it is only left to determine which Sk corresponds to the �rst tap position or the

initial state of LFSR2. This can be done since LFSR2 sequences starting with the initial

state being the solution of Sk; for each k = 0; � � � ; n� 1 are di�erent by just small shifts.

Step 4 Use initial state of LFSR2 and Sk; k = 0; 1; � � � ; 2J � 1, to recover the output sequence of

�: And we can form (input, output) pairs for function �; which immediately determines the

function �:

Since for each initial state a of LFSR1, we need to run in O(2J) time, we have the total algorithm

in O(2l+J) time, where l is the length of LFSR1.

For other examples of sub-key guessing attack, the reader can refer to shrinking generator analysis

[16]. Shrinking generator works as follows. Let a(t); b(t) be outputs of LFSR1 and LFSR2. If

a(t) = 1, then b(t) is the output of shrinking generator. Otherwise, discards b(t). It is easy to see

if we can correctly guess the initial state of a(t), then half of b(t) can be determined. By solving

a linear system, we can �nd the initial state of a(t) eÆciently. Thus, the running time for this

simple attack is O(2nm3); where n;m are the degrees of known feedback polynomials of LFSR1

and LFSR2 respectively.

From the attacks above, we can see no matter how eÆcient our algorithm is, a large part of

initial state has to be obtained by brute force search. Thus its eÆciency is quite limited. Thus,

more eÆcient algorithm should be proposed.
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4. Correlation Attack

Ciphertext only attack to combining generator by Siegenthaler [64] is introduced in the last

section. It essentially exploited the correlation probability pi > 1=2 between the cipher text and

the input LFSRi. That is, recovering the initial state of LFSRi only using C = X i + E with

P (ei) = pi > 1=2: Therefore, it is enough to design an eÆcient algorithm for a general model:

Z = A + E with P (zi = ai) = p > 1=2; where A is an LFSR whose feedback polynomial is

known. Meier and Sta�elbach [59] proposed two algorithms: algorithm A and algorithm B to this

problem. Di�erent from the approach in [64], they do not need to carry out brute force search for

the initial state for the LFSR. The key idea is (1) building a large set of feedback polynomial of A

by using squaring approach on known feedback polynomial g(x): (2) If we run parity check on A

with these polynomials, then each check sum will be equal to zero. However, because the presence

of noise E, the check sums on Z may not vanish. Let L1; � � � ; Lm denote the check sums involving

bit zi: Maximum likelihood tells us if most of the Lis are zero, then it is more likely zi = ai:

Otherwise, it is more likely zi = �ai. Algorithm A of Meier and Sta�elbach can be briey described

as follows. For each bit ai; we can compute P (zi = aijL1; � � � ; Lm): Find the k bits with highest

P (zi = aijL1; � � � ; Lm); where k = degg(x):With them, �nd the initial state of A by solving linear

system. If the solution of the linear system turns not to be the initial state, it is very possible only

a small number of the selected k bits in fzig are wrong. We correct them by trial. It is shown, this

algorithm has average running time O(2ck); c < 1:

In algorithm B, instead of considering only the k bits with highest posterior Probability, it

updates P (zi = ai) using P (zi = aijL1; � � � ; Lm): It complements the bits with very low probability

P (zi = ai). Iteratively run this procedure until A is recovered. Algorithm B is more eÆcient

and it is a polynomial time algorithm. Meiers method is good. However, they did not show the

convergence possibility, the required length of key stream and the success probability. Also to make

this attack eÆcient, it is required the key stream error probability should be small. It is easy to

show, the probability that a check sum equals zero is exponentially approach 1/2 with the weight

of known feedback polynomial of A. Thus, this method is eÆcient only if a low weight feedback

polynomial is found. If the low weight polynomial has a high degree, the required key stream is

longer, which in turn limits the attack eÆciency.

Another approach to view the known plaintext attack to the model B = A + X as a noisy

decoding problem where a known key stream B of length N is looked the received vector, the �rst
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N terms of LFSR A is a code-word of length N . X is the noise and P (x(t) = 1) = s0 < 0:5:

Thus, recovering the initial state of A for a given segment of B is changed to decode A from the

B. Now we review the methods in literature for this decoding problem. we �rst introduce linear

syndrome method of Zeng, et, al [72, 74]. Key stream B is looked as sequence A corrupted by noise

X . Zeng,et, al [72] proposed a linear syndrome algorithm to iteratively correct B. This algorithm

is described as follows.

Step 1: Find a set of r-nomial multiples of feedback polynomial of A,r � 3; g(x) = 1+xi1+� � �+xir�1
of the feedback polynomial of A:

Step 2: Compute an odd number, say 2m+ 1; of syndromes

�i;k(g(x))
def
=

r�1X
�=0

b(i+ ip � ik) (5)

If at leastm+1 syndromes �i;k ; k = 1; 2; � � � ; 2m+1 are 1, then de�ne b(i) = �b(i):Otherwise,

de�ne b0(i) = b(i):

Step 3: Use fb(t)g replaces fb(t)g; repeat Step 2 until b(t) can be generated by feedback polynomial
of A.

To see the correctness of the above algorithm, it is enough to show P (x(i) = 1) will iteratively go

to zero. Let si be the error rate ofA after ith round. Since si is determined by si�1 andm if r is �xed,

then we can write si = fm(si�1). Further, it is shown si = p� (1� 2p)
Pm�1

k=0

�
2k+ 1
k

�
(pq)k+1

where p = 1�(1�2si�1)
r�1

2 ; q = 1 � p: It is also shown that if m > mc for some critical number

mc; then fsig will strictly decrease to zero. Otherwise, fsig will strictly increase to 1=2. Thus LS

algorithm will successful if and only if the size of set constructed in step 1 is bigger than a critical

number mc:

Zeng,et, al [74] improved the algorithm above, we denote as improved LS algorithm (ILS). Before

going on, we introduce two concepts.

De�nition 4.1. Supercritical number msc is the smallest number m such that

sk = fm�k+1(sk�1) < sk�1; for all 1 � k � m:

t-th cleansing number lt is the smallest l such that f
(l)
1 (smsc) < 10�t:

It is proved that such msc and lt do exist for any 0 � s0 < 1=2:

ILS algorithm is described as follows.
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(1) Compute gi(x) = g2i�1(x); i = 1; 2; � � � ; d2msc+1
3 e; where g0(x) = g(x) be the feedfack poly-

nomial of A and its weight is only 3.

(2) Compute syndrome using gi; i = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; d2msc+1
3 e; and apply ML rule to correct b(i); L �

b(i) � N � L� 1; where L = L+ nL(m); L(m) = 2b
4m�1

6
c:

(3) m = m� 1; go to step 2 until m = 0:

(4) Apply LS algorithm to b(i) for L+n � b(i) � N �L� n� 1; using g(x) only. The number

of iterative round is lt:

The objective of step 2 and step 3 is to make LS algorithm with one test polynomial is apllicable.

Recall we mention LS algorithm is applicable if and only if the number of parity check polynomial

is bigger than the supercritical number msc: After the error rate drops below a threshold, one

polynomial is enough for continuing decoding. This is idea of the algorithm above. Step 2 is to

reduce the error rate below that threshold. Note after each round of step 2, the bits close to two

ends are discarded since less parity checks are run on them. Step 4 runs the parity check using

only one polynomial because of step 2.

It is shown the attack successful if the known key stream length N � c(s0; t)n; where c(s0; t) is

a function depends on initial error rate s0 and a parameter t, n is the degree of known feedback

polynomial of A. And the number of iterative decoding rounds does not depend on n. The failing

probability of this algorithm will exponentially go to zero with t and computational complexity is

linear in n: Although ILS only considers trinomial feedback polynomial of A, it is applicable to

general case but indeed the required known key stream has to be longer since supercritical number

msc will increase in this case. As an application, ILS can successfully crack Ge�e generator and

Beth-Piper generator.

Since when the weight of the known feedback polynomial is large, the bias involved in parity

check equation in Zeng or Meier's methods exponentially tends to zero. As result, it is quite

ineÆcient when the weight is large. And on the other hand, a low weight feedback polynomial

is hard to �nd. Johansson and Jonsson [22] avoid this by proposing a new method based on a

convolutional code. A theoretical analysis of this algorithm is presented in [24]. Their method

still considers model Z = U + E; with P (ei = 1) = p < 1=2: It �rst encodes U to a convolutional

code V with memory size B, such that vi is a sum of a small number t of bits in U . This is

achieved by �nding a special generating matrix. If R is the result obtained in the same procedure

by substitute U by Z. It is immediate that the bias in frig is related to t bits of Z. Since t is small,
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this bias can be kept signi�cantly large. Then apply Viterbi Algorithm to decode U from Z by

maximizing the total values where the value on each edge of the trellis tree is de�ned as P (rnjvn):
The decoding computational complexity is essentially O(m2B); where B is memory size (determined

by the attacker, the larger it is, the easier to �nd the special generating matrix needed above) and

m be the number of parity check equations which are derived from the special generating matrix.

To guarantee parity check equations exist, B can not be small compared to l, the length of LFSR

U . However, its advantage is that we do not need to �nd small weight feedback polynomials. A fast

correlation attack based iterative decoding algorithm [25] ot an improved algorithm [49] was propose

by Canteau and Trabbia [11]. They claimed it has much better performance. If only the decoding

algorithm is concerned, it really has a better performance. However, its precomputation to search

for the low weight feedback polynomial is as expensive as O(2l); which is the brute force search cost.

Even using time-memory trade-o� is used, it is still very consuming. A recent application of fast

correlation attack is the attack to shrinking generator by Golic [26]. It basically �rst computes the

posterior base sequence. He observes the probability away from 1/2 decreases slowly with length

n, thus the attacker can apply hard decision and iterative probabilistic decoding algorithm. Some

speci�c technologies such as sub sequence attack, reinitialization attack and composite attack are

also applied in this attack.

5. Fruther Attack to Combination Generator and Filtering Generator

5.1. Correlation-Immunity. Recall the divide-and-conquer correlation attack. Notice it is based

on the fact that the input component LSFR sequence is correlated to the output sequence. If this

condition is not valid any more, this attack can not be successful. Siegentahler [63] formally

proposed the concept of correlation immunity for this condition.

De�nition 5.1. Assume x is balanced and its components are n binary and independent random

variables. Then a Boolean function f(x) : Zn
2 ! Z2 is called m-th order correlation immune, if

Z = f(x) is statistically independent of any m input components.

A necessary condition for them-th order correlation immunity of memoryless combining function

is given by Siegenthaler [63]. It states, if a Boolean function f(x) is m-th order correlation-

immune, then it does not have any term of degree more than n�m; where n is the number of the

input sequences. Xiao and Massey [71] showed an equivalent condition for m-th order correlation-

immunity: Wash transform F (!) of f(x) vanishes whenever 1 � W (!) � m; where W (!) is
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the hamming weight of !. This is a direct result of their general Xiao-Massey lemma: f(x) is

independent of m input variables if and only if it is independent of arbitrary linear combination of

m input variables.

Siegenthaler [66] gives a suÆcient condition of m-th order correlation-immunity for �nite state

machine combiner (a combiner with internal state which will be updated with time): any m inputs

and internal state are jointly independent of the output bit.

5.2. Linear Span of Filtering Generator. Similar to a combination generator is a �ltering

generator. Unlike the combination generator, the �ltering generator inputs come from a single

LFSR. It is not diÆcult to see if the �ltering Boolean function is not chosen properly, the key

stream may have a small linear span. Groth [39] construct a generator with its controllable linear

span. Key [52] upper-bounded the linear span of k-th order nonlinlear �ltering generator with input

LFSR length L by
Pk

j=1

�
L
k

�
: He wrote the output of the generator into the trace representation:P

W (di)�k
Tr(ci�

diL); where L is the length of input LFSR. Then it is immediate that the linear span

of the generator is #fci : ci 6= 0gn: Garcia-Villaba [40] showed the k-th order �ltering generator is

one-one corresponding to the form
P

W (di)�k
Tr(ci�

din): Rueppel [61] gave a root presence test to

test whether ci 6= 0. Consider a special case of this �ltering generator where the Boolean function

contains only one term of order k. For k < L=2; the upper-bound of linear span is decided mainly

by his k-th order term. Thus to decide the linear span of this k-th order term is very important.

In this case, instead of testing all the ci 6= 0, Amparo and Pino [3] showed only di with uniformly

weighted items have to be tested.

5.3. Conditional Linear Approximation Attack to Filtering Generator. Lee, et, al [54]

proposed a conditional linear approximation attack to general �ltering generator. This attack is

based the original idea by Anderson [1]. Let f(x1; � � � ; xn) be the �ltering Boolean function. Let

Fm(x1; � � � ; xm+n�1) = (f(x1; � � � ; xn); � � � ; f(xm; � � � ; xm+n�1): (6)

Then de�ne conditional linear approximation of Fm as

�mf (y; c) = jPr(x � c = 0jFm(x) = y)� 0:5j; c 2 Zm+n�1
2 ; y 2 Zm

2 : (7)

^m(f) = MAXf�mf (y; c)jy 2 Zm
2 ; c 2 Zm+n�1

2 g: (8)
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Then
m+n�1X
i=1

cixi = 0; (9)

with probability p+ 0:5 for some 0:5 > p > 0, provided a certain output y (for example, y achieves

^m(f))is �xed. Since the input is LFSR sequence, xi can be expressed in terms of the initial

state. Therefore, (9) can be reduced to
Pk

i=1 tiai = 0 which holds with probability p+ 0:5; where

(a1; � � � ; ak) is the initial state of LFSR, ti is the computed coeÆcients. It is shown ^m(f) is non-
decreasing with m. The experiment shows ^m(f) is independent of k. Thus when k is large, we

can �nd small m with ^m(f) close to 0.5. That is
kX
i=1

tiai = 0 (10)

holds with probability close to 1, for some �xed y. Occurence event of this special y can be scanned

through the known key stream. Thus each event, we can derive the equation (10). Thus we can

summarize the above as the following attack.

Step 0: Precomputation D = fy 2 Zm
2 j�mf (y; cy) > p; for some cy 2 Zm+n�1

2 g:
Step 1: For each y 2 D; �nd all the relation

Pk
i=1 tiai = 0; where k is the length of LFSR.

Step 2: Picked k equations from Step 2 and solve the initial state and try whether it is correct.

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until the correct initial state is found.

Precomputation has running time O(2m+n�1 � 2m � 2n�1 = 22n+2m�2): Take n = m, we have

O(24n�2): If we model picking process in step 2 as random, then we need (p+ 0:5)�k trials in step

2 in average. Thus, the running time, is O(24n+(p+0:5)�k); when n is the number of the input of

�ltering generator. Thus this method is eÆcient if the number of Boolean function inputs is small

and p is large.

5.4. Intrinsic weakness of Conbination Generator with Memory. Now let us consider the

security of combination generator with memory, which can be modelled as follows

St = F (Xt�1; St�1); t � 1

Yt = f(Xt; St); t � 0;

where F : GF (2)N+M ! GF (2)M is the next-state vector Boolean function, f : GF (2)N+M !
GF (2) is the output Boolean function and St = (s1t; � � � ; sMt) is the state vector at time t. Xt =

(x1t; � � � ; xNt) is N -dimensional vector input binary sequences and Yt is the output bit at time t.
12



Now we are going to introduce LSCA method [27] to approximate the key stream by linear

model. Before going on, we �rst introduce several useful properties of Boolean function f(x):

Proposition 5.2. A vector Boolean function F (X) is balanced if and only if all non-zero linear

combination of its components are balanced.

Proposition 5.3. A vector Boolean function F (X; Y ) is independent of X if and only if each

non-zero linear function of F is independent of each non-zero linear combination of X.

Proposition 5.4. A Boolean function f(X) and a balanced Boolean function g(X) are independent

if and only if f + g is balanced.

Proposition 5.5. A vector Boolean function F (X; Y ) is independent of X if and only if the sum of

any nonzero linear combination of F (X; Y ) and the non-zero linear combination of X is balanced.

Now let us come back to combination generator with memory. Let

(yt; � � � ; yt�M ) = G(Xt; � � � ; Xt�M ; St�M); t �M): (11)

Since by proposition 5.3, (yt; � � � ; yt�M) can not be balanced for any �xed (Xt; � � � ; Xt�M), we

know there exists a linear function L! and LW such that L!(yt; � � � ; yt�M) = LW (Xt; � � � ; Xt�M)+

�(Xt; � � � ; Xt�M ; St�M); where � is non-balanced Boolean function. If fXtg is i.i.d. balanced and

f(X;S) is balanced for each S, then P (� = 1) is a constant (it does not depend on t). Thus using

linear sequential circuit approximation (LSCA) technique, we can get approximation of next state

function and output function.

St = ASt�1 +BXt�1 + U(Xt�1; St�1); t � 1;

yt = CXt +DSt + E(Xt; St); t � 0;

where A is M � M matrix and B is the M � N matrix, C;D are 1 � N and 1 � M matrix,

respectively. Using the formal power series method, we can solve the above equations:

MX
k=0

�kyt�k =
NX
i=1

MX
k=0

hikxi;t�k + �(Xt; � � � ; Xt�M ; St�M); t �M; (12)

Based on U and E is non-balanced, it is highly possible that � is non-balanced too. Thus the above

equation can be used to recover the initial state of input LFSR by divide-and-conquer attack, if

target input sequence is involved in the above equation.
13



Similar to the method above, Golic [28] showed the intrinsic weakness for a binary autonomous

�nite state machine generator, which is de�ned as follows.

St+1 = F (St); t � 0;

Yt = f(St); t � 0

This is the combiner with memory but no input. Thus the equation (12) is reduced to

MX
k=0

�kyt�k = �(St�M ); t �M; (13)

To distinguish the key stream from truly random sequence, we need O(1=(P (� = 1)� 1=2)2) length
of key stream. Although the above LSCA approach can �nd the approximation, sometimes it is

easy to �nd an approximation. Now let us present some linear equation for speci�c stream cipher.

(1) Clock control shift register (stop is possible). Let output yk comes from input xik and de�ne

d = ik � ik�1, then P (d = 0) is the stop probability.

yt + yt�1 = et; (14)

If c is the correlation coe�cient of et, then c = P (0):

(2) Clock control shift register (no stop operator) if the feedback polynomial of state transition

sequence is f(z) = 1 +
Pw

k=1 z
ik ; 1 � i1 < � � � < iw = r; then yt +

Pw
k=1 yt�îk = et; t � r;

where f̂(z) = 1 +
Pw

k=1 z
îk ; 1 � î1 < � � � < îw = r; such that îk � îk�1 � ik � ik�1; 1 � k �

w; î0 = i0 = 0: Let p be the deletion rate, then it is computed in [28], the correlation coeÆ-

cient of et is approximated by c � (1� p)
�
2�p
1�p

��w=2
(
Qw

k=1(ik � ik�1))�1=2 and maximized

as (1� p)
�
2�p
1�p

��w=2 �
r�w
w

��w=2
:

(3) Memoryless combiner

If y = AX + �; and the correlation coeÆcient is c, then the overall correlation coeÆcient

is cw where w is the weight of the least common multiple of the input LFSR feedback

polynomials.

(4) Shrinking generator.

Applying p = 1=2 in item (2), we get c is maximized as c � 1
2(2�)

�w=2(r=w� 1)�w=2:

6. Some Correlation to Decimation Like Generator

In the previous sections, we have introduced the attack methods for the correlation model B =

A + X with P (xi = 1) = p < 0:5: Generators that su�er from this attack include combining
14



generators with memory or without memory both, �ltering generator. The common feather of

these generators is that the input LFSRs are regularly clocked. Althouhgh some generators with

irregularly clocked input LFSRs also su�er from this attack, one can not design a general fast

correlation attack model to this type of generator. As a result, one can expect to design a generator

with irregularly clocked input LSFR which does not su�er from a fast correlation attack. In general,

this type of generator can not be reduced to the model B = A+x: Because of its irregularly clocked

inputs, it is called clock control generator. A general review of clock control generator is done by

Gollman [41]. Now, we introduce some attacks on this type of generator. Let us consider a general

model. X is a LFSR sequence. fdtg is a positive integer sequence with di 2 [1; d] ( de�ned as set

f1; 2; � � � ; dg). For each di, its occurrence probability is P (di): Then output key stream Y is de�ned

as

yi = xki ; ki =
iX

j=1

dj; i = 1; 2; � � � (15)

Thus Y is in fact a decimation of input sequence X . The decimation pattern is de�ned by a speci�c

cipher. First let us look at embedding correlation attack and probability correlation attack [34].

6.1. Unconstrained Embedding Attack. In this attack, for every initial state of X , we try to

embed the known key stream Y of length n into a string of length m of X . Since the average

jump steps is
PD

i=1 diP (di); thus the deletion rate is Pd = 1 � (
Pd

i=1 diP (di))
�1: Therefore, we

should take m = n
1�pd

+ O(
p
n); since in this case when the initial state is correct, Y n

1 can be

emmebded into Xm
1 with high probability. Unconstrained embedding attack is to select the initial

state, starting from which Xm
1 is generated. And Xm

1 can generate the known key stream Y n
1 by

some jump sequence fdign1 : To make this attack successful, the embedding probability from Y n
1

into a random sequence Xm
1 should exponentially approach zero. We denote it as PY (n;m): Golic

proved PY (n;m) = 1� 2�m
Pn�1

k=0

�
m
k

�
for a general n;m: When consider the length set above,

we have PY (n;m) � 2
n

1�pd
(H(pd)�1): Thus to make this successful, it requires E[d] < 2: As an

application, shrinking generator, has a deletion rate 0.5. That is, E[d] = 2: Thus this attack is not

successful on this cipher.

6.2. Edit Probability Attack. It is noted in unconstrained embedding attack, we did not use

the distribution of the decimation sequence. Let PXY (e; s) denotes the probability that Y s
1 can be

embedded into Xe+s
1 by e deletions. It is easy to prove that

PXY (e; s) = PXY (e� 1; s)pd + PXY (e; s� 1)(1� pd)Æ(xe+s; ys); (16)
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where PXY (e; 0) = pe; PXY (�1; s) = 0; Æ(xe+s; ys) =

�
0:5 if xe+s = ys
0 Otherwise.

Thus we can iteratively

compute PXY (m�n; n) in O((m�n)n) time. When the m = n
1�pd

+O(
p
n); the probability attack

is to select X that achieves the a very large edit probability that can distinguish from the rest

probabilities. Now let us consider the performance of the above method. We model the key stream

as input LFSR, which can be looked as linear code, corrupted by independent synchronization error.

Thus according to Shannon coding theorem for communication channel with synchronization error,

the probability attack is successful if and only if the information rate is below the channel capacity,

i.e,
r

m
< C or n > r

1� pd
C

; (17)

where r is the length of input LFSR. It is shown C is lower bounded by 1 � H(pd); and it is

conjectured C = 1�H(pd=2). If it is, then the probability attack is successful as long as the length

of known key stream is larger than a value linear in r:

6.3. Constrained embedding attack. In the above, we did not consider the maximum number

d of consecutive deletion. Let denote Pd;Y (n) as the probability that Y n
1 can be embedded into a

random X
n(d+1)
1 with non more than d consecutive deletions, then it is proved

Pd;Y (n) <

 �
1� 1

2d+2

�2�d+22d+2
!n

: (18)

Thus for this attack to be successful, it is required the length of key stream n = O(r2d):

A similar probability attack called edit probability attack is successfully applied to Bilateral

Stop/Go Generator [75, 76] by Menicocci and Golic [57]. This attack is also another example

of divide-and-conquer attack. Another probabilistic correlation attack example (also divide-and-

conquer attack) is the attack Shrinking generator by Simpson, et, al. [65].

6.4. Distance Attack.

6.4.1. Lenshtein Distance Attack. Let X = fxkg and A = fakg be two LFSR sequences. Golic

and Mihaljevic [33, 35] proposed a constrained Levenshtein distance (CLD) attack for the following

noisy [1,2]-clocked stream cipher Z = fzkg:

zk = ek + yk ; k = 1; 2; � � � ; (19)

where yk = xf(k); f(k) = k +
Pk

j=1 aj ; P (ek) = p < 0:5: We call X as a Base Sequence and A

as a Control Sequence. We always use X and A to represent the true base sequence and control

sequence, respectively. To �nd the initial state of fxkg and fakg; when a partial key stream ZN
1
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and minimal polynomials of X, A are known, Golic and Mihaljevic use CLD between a random

sequence X̂M
1 and ZN

1 to help �nd out the true initial state. Constrained Levenshtein Distance

between X̂M
1 and ZN

1 in this stream cipher is de�ned as follows.

D(X̂M
1 ; ZN

1 ) = minimal number of deletions and complementations required

to produce ZN
1 from X̂M

1 by model (19):

We give the following two remarks.

(1) since f(N) = N +
PN

j=1 aj has a distribution

�
N
f(N)�N

�
=2N ; we have f(N) can

be as large as 2N: Golic and Mihaljevic suggest taking M = 3N
2 , 3N

2 + c
p
N or 2N +

1: Since P (f(N) > 3N
2 ) � 1

2 ; it is not good to take M = 3N
2 : Notice the distribution�

N
f(N)�N

�
=2N ; can be approximated by Gaussian distribution N(3N2 ;

N
4 ); we have

P (f(N) >
3N

2
+ c
p
N) = �(

c
p
Np
N=4

) = �(2c): (20)

Thus if we take c large enough, the probability that the original ZN
1 can not be embedded

into XM
1 is approaching zero. Thus it is good choice if c is large enough. Since f(N) � 2N ,

M = 2N + 1 will be enough for sure. However it is not clear whether this choice will incur

many solutions or not.

(2) Since M is �xed, the number of deletions for any embedding is constant M � N: ( Note

according to Golic and Mihaljevic, the arbitrary initial deletions are allowed.) Thus, statistic

D is equivalent to the minimum number of complementations required to produce ZN
1 from

X̂M
1 under model (19) with arbitrary initial deletions. Since allowing the arbitrary initial

deletions is equivalent to allowing arbitrary tail deletions, we denote the minimal number of

complementations from X̂M
1 to produce ZN

1 under model (19) with arbitrary tail deletions

as C(X̂M
1 ; ZN

1 ): Golic and Mihaljevic hopes D(X̂M
1 ; ZN

1 ); (or equivalently, C(X̂
M
1 ; ZN

1 ))

is a suÆcient or close to suÆcient statistic for the initial state reconstruction problem.

In this report, we show it is incorrect for p > 0:25: It is noticed that in p = 0 case no

complementation is allowed and thus it is di�erent from the case p 6= 0: Although this is

considered in [77], it needs exponential time and exponential size of memory. The result

by Zivkovic [77] or a better result by Golic [36] showed the embedding probability from

binary string of length N into another randomly selected binary string of the length 2N

will exponentially go to zero.
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Now we will propose an algorithm [50] to show CLD is very possible not to be a suÆcient statistic

for the initial state reconstruction problem. Suppose ZN
1 is the known key stream and X̂2N

1 is a

randomly selected binary string of length 2N: The following embedding algorithm will present an

embedding method that embeds ZN
1 into X̂2N

1 by model (19) with error free.

Embed(X̂2N
1 ; ZN

1 )
i = 1; j = 1;C = 0;
while i � N

if x̂j = zi; then i++; j + +;
else if x̂j+1 = zj ; then i+ +; j = j + 2;

else C = C + 1; i++; j = j + 2;
Return C

Analysis: Since X̂2N
1 is i.i.d. source,

P (C increases at loop i) (21)

=
2NX
j=1

P (C increases at loop i with corresponding parameter j) (22)

=
2NX
j=1

P (x̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi; parameter j) (23)

=
2NX
j=1

P ( parameter jjx̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi)P (x̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi) (24)

Since changing the value of x̂j and x̂j+1 does not a�ect the embedding process of z1; � � � ; zi1; thus
it does not a�ect the determination of j: Therefore, we have

P (parameter jjx̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi) = P (parameter j) (25)

Therefore,

P (C increase at loop i) =
2NX
j=1

P ( parameter j)P (x̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi) (26)

=
2NX
j=1

P ( parameter j) � 1
4

(27)

=
1

4
; (28)

because X̂2N
1 is randomly selected.

De�ne ci =

�
1 if C increases at loop i;
0 Otherwise.
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Then

P (cijc1; � � � ; ci�1) (29)

=
NX
j=1

P (x̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi; parameter j associated with loop ijc1; � � � ; ci�1) (30)

=

PN
j=1 P (c1; � � � ; ci�1; parameter jjx̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi)P (x̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi)PN

j=1 P (c1; � � � ; ci�1; parameter j)
(31)

Because of the same reason as (25), we have

P (c1; � � � ; ci�1; parameter jjx̂j 6= zi; x̂j+1 6= zi) = P (c1; � � � ; ci�1; parameter j): (32)

Thus, P (ci = 1jc1; � � � ; ci�1) = 1
4 = P (ci = 1): Therefore,

P (c1; � � � ; cn) =
nY
i=1

P (cijc1; � � � ; ci�1) (33)

= (1=4)w(~c)(3=4)n�w(~c) (34)

=
nY
i=1

P (ci); (35)

where ~c = (c1; � � � ; cn): Therefore, Distribution of variable C in the algorithm above is�
N
C

�
(1=4)C(3=4)N�C;

which can be approximated as Gaussian distribution N(N=4; 3N=16). Let C0 be the number of

complementation if X̂2N
1 = X2N

1 and the embedding procedure is controlled by the true control

sequence fakg: Then the distribution of C0 is

�
N
C0

�
pC

0

(1 � p)N�C0

and it is approximated by

N(pN; p(1� P )N): The distribution of C0 � C is N((p� 1=4)N; (p(1� p) + 3=16)N)): Therefore,

if p > 1=4; we have

P (C � C0) = 1� �

 
(p� 1=4)

p
Np

p(1� p) + 3=16

!
! 1 (36)

when N ! +1: Although distance between X2N
1 and ZN

1 may be less than C, it is reasonable to

believe their di�erence should be small. When p > 0:25; C(X̂2N
1 ; ZN

1 ) ( also D(X̂2N
1 ; ZN

1 ) is very

possible not to be a suÆcient statistic for the initial state reconstruction problem.

6.4.2. Edit Distance Attack. A novel edit distance attack was proposed by Golic and Menicocci [38]

to attack the alternating step generator(ASG) [42]. The success of this attack depends on whether

the conditional zero distance probability goes to zero exponentially or not. Experimental data

in [38] showed it is indeed the case. Jiang and Gong [51] show that both the minimal conditional
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zero distance probability and average conditional zero distance probability go to zero exponentially.

They also prove that the maximum conditional zero distance probability will go to zero if there

existsN such that the maximal conditional zero distance probability of length N is less than 1
2(N+1):

Alternating step generator was proposed by Gunther [42]. It consists of three LFSRs, X =

fxig; Y = fyig and C = fcig: The output key stream Z = fzig is generated from X; Y; C as

follows.

(1) Initially, l = 0; t = 1:

(2) If ct = 1, then l = l+ 1;

(3) Output zt = xl � yt�l;

(4) t = t + 1 and go to step (2).

We denote the above generator as Z = ASG(X; Y ;C) or Zn
1 = ASG(Xn

0 ; Y
n
0 ;C

n
1 ) for n � 1: Here

X and Y are called base sequences and C is called a control sequence. For any sequence W = fwkg,
we use Wn

i to denote the segment of wi; wi+1; � � � ; wn: Unless a special mention, we use X and Y

to denote the true base sequences.

Golic and Menicocci [38] proposed an edit distance correlation attack on this alternating step

generator(ASG). They de�ned the edit distance between a random pair (X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ) and the known

key stream segment Zn
1 as

D(X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ;Z

n
1 ) = MinCn

1
2f0;1gndH(Z

n
1 ; Ẑ

n
1 ); (37)

where Ẑn
1 = ASG(X̂n

0 ; Ŷ
n
0 ;C

n
1 ) and dH() is the Hamming Distance function. If the random pair

(X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ) = (Xn

0 ; Y
n
0 ), then D(X̂n

0 ; Ŷ
n
0 ;Z

n
1 ) = 0. However, It is easy to see, given Zn

1 , most of

the pairs (X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ) have X̂

n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ;Z

n
1 ) 6= 0: But since D(X̂n

0 ; Ŷ
n
0 ;Z

n
1 ) = D(

�̂
Xn

0 ;
�̂
Y n
0 ;Z

n
1 ); the zero

distance pair (X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ) is not unique. Golic and Menicocci hoped the probability of the zero pair

(X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ) event conditional on the known key stream of length n approaches zero exponentially

with n. If this is the case, one can easily determine n such that the number of the zero distance

pairs (X̂n
0 ; Ŷ

n
0 ), when it goes through all the possible initial states, is very small. We write this

conditional zero distance probability given Zn
1 as Pn(Zn

1 ); i:e:

Pn(Z
n
1 ) = Pr((X̂n

0 ; Ŷ
n
0 ) : D(X̂n

0 ; Ŷ
n
0 ;Z

n
1 ) = 0 for given Zn

1 ): (38)

De�ne

Pmax
n = MaxZn

1
Pn(Z

n
1 ); �Pn = E[Pn(Z

n
1 )]; P

min
n = MinZn

1
Pn(Z

n
1 ):
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Experimental data in [38] show that Pmax
n ; �Pn and Pn go to zero exponentially with n. In details,

Pmax
n = 0:72 � 0:915n; Pmin

n = 2:7 � 0:562n; �Pn = 0:83 � 0:83n: (39)

Notice 0.915 and 0.83 are close to 1. The exhaustive search for Pmax
n was only done for n � 13:

For Pmin
n and �Pn, it was only done for n � 20: Thus, it is not clear whether these probabilities

exponentially approach zero with n: Jiang and Gong [51] show that �Pn and Pmin
n exponentially go

to zero with n. They also prove that Pmax
N will go to zero exponentially if there exists N such that

Pmax
N < 1

2(N+1)
:

7. Time/Memory/Data Trade-off Attacks

M. E. Hellman [47] proposed a memory-time trade-o� technique for attacking block cipher (

in fact it is also applicable for one-way functions). Golic [32] and Babbage [13] independently

described a time/memory trade-o� attack to stream cipher. Biryukov and Shamir [5] improved

the their results based on Hellman's approach. We �rst introduce Hellman's approach and Golic's

approach, then introduce Biryukov and Shamir's improvement.

Suppose P0 is the �xed plaintext. S is the encryption algorithm and k is the encryption key.

De�ne f : f(k) = R(Sk(P0)); where R is a simple reduction such that f(k) and P0 have the same

length. The Hellman trade-o� method can be described as follows

(1) Precomputation: Randomly selects m plaintexts, SP1; SP2; � � � ; SPm. Let Xi0 = SPi; de-

�ne Xij = f(Xi;j�1); 1 � j � t and EPi = Xit; then store f(SPi; EPi)gmi=1:

Suppose C0 = SK(P0) be the known cipher and K is the secret key we want to recover.

(2) Y1 = R(C0) = f(K):

If Y1 6= EPi for any 1 � i � m, then K 6= Xi;t�1; i = 1; 2; � � � ; m: If Y1 = EPi for some i,

then either K = Xi;t�1 or EPi has more than one inverse image. This can be di�erentiated

by evaluating f(x) starting from SPi till Xi;t�1 and checking whether SXi;t�1
(P0) = C0: If

K 6= Xi;t�1; then compute Y2 = f(Y1) and run the same procedure as Y1. If the key K is

not found, then try Y3 = f(Y2); � � � ; Yt = f(Yt�1):

It is proved this method has success probability essentially lower bounded by mt
N ; provided mt� N .

Thus if we build up t storage tables as we do in step 1 by applying di�erent reduction functions, it

is highly possible that the method above will succeed if mt2 = N:
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Since in this case, the memory is M = mt; running time is essentially T = t2; thus the time-

memory trade-o� curve is M2T = N2; (1 � T � N): Golic [32] has trade-o� curve MT = N; 1 �
T � D for stream cipher. He �rst builds M random (initial state, pre�x-output) pairs, sorts and

stores them. When carrying out real attack, he divides the known key stream of length D+n into

D block where n is the length of the initial state. For each block, look it up in the stored table.

The attack is successful, if a block is found in the table. Using birthday paradox, we immediately

get the trade-o� claimed above.

Biryukov and Shamir [5] combined these two techniques. Di�erent from block cipher, the stored

table in stream cipher can apply to any known key stream pre�x. Thus in order for a collision

between storage and actual states, we only need to cover about N=D states, where D is the size of

known key stream minus n. Therefore, if we consider Hellmans attack, we can reduce the number of

tables to t=D: The total memory is reduced to M = mt=D; since each table needs still m memory.

Precomputation P = N=D since there are t=D tables and we assumemt2 is about N: Running time

T = t=D � t � D = t2; unchanged. Thus we get trade-o� curve TM2D2 = N2; for D2 � T � N;

since t � D:

Biryukov and Shamir noticed a practical problem: random access to a hard disk is much more

expensive than computation. In the above technique, the number of times for random access to

hard disk is T = t2: They apply Ronald Rivest's special technique to reduce the number of hard

disk operations to t. In details, The output pre�x component of each entry in the stored table is a

special point (for example, the �rst k bits are zeros). When we run the actual attack, if a special

point is not encountered, we do not need to check the table in the hard disk. For each stored pair,

only one time hard disk access is required. Thus the total access number is t. In the above trade-o�,

we notice, the condition T � D2 is a little strict if available data is large. Also it is not diÆcult to

see the rate of the special point can be chosen freely. Biryukov and Shamir apply a BSW sampling

technique [6] to reduce this cost. It still use the above tables. However, intermediate points are

special points. Then the space of special output is mapped to input states easily. Thus, we can

directly use the trade-o� curve with data size DR and search space size NR, where R is the special

points rate. That TM2(DR)2 = (NR)2; with T � D2R2; i.e., TM2D2 = N2 with T � D2R2: Thus

the restriction is reduced to T � D2R2 and random access to hard disk is further reduced to tR.
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8. Attack to A5/1

A5/1 is the Europian GSM encryption standard for cellular mobile phone. It has been caught

cryptanlysts' attendions. Quite a few attacks are proposed for it. In this section, we are going

to introduce some of them. A5/1 is composed of three LFSRs of length 19, 22, 23, respectively.

Their feedback polynomials are all primitive. Their clocking rules are provided by a majority

function. Detailed description is presented at [32]. Now we introduce some attacks by Golic. He

�rst observed the brute force search space is only 263:32 instead of 264 since 3=8 of the states do not

have preccessors when one consider the inversion of an internal state. Then he guesses n bits for

each LFSR starting from the bit at clock-control tap position for each LFSR. Thus these 3n bits

give 3n independent equations for the internal states, provided n � 18: And since in average the

3n bits provide 4n=3 well-de�ned clocking, 1 + 4n=3 additional equations are obtained. However,

these 3n + 4n=3 + 1 equations may not be independent. To avoid this problem, n should be no

more than 12. Eventhough, when n > 12; the additional equations can provide the consistency test

for the guessed 3n bites. Take n = 10; then only 63:32� (3� 10 + 4 � 10=3 + 1) = 19:02 bits of

internal states left unsolved. They can be determined by reversion tree method. Each node in the

tree is an internal state. Nodes leaving a given node A are all the possible internal states which

is one step before state A. Because of the clocking rule and the known key stream constraint, it

can be shown the outgoing degree of the node in the reversion tree is 2.5 in average. Notice in

average, each LFSR has m = 19:02=3 left to be solved, which requires 4m=3 clocking, which, on

the other hand, means the depth of tree is about 4m=3 for the determination of the left internal

states. Thus search tree requires 2:54m=3 = 211:16: Thus the total computation for the internal

states needs 230+11:16 = 241:16: After deriving certain internal states of tree LFSRs (S(101) in the

description of A5/1), solving the initial states is simply done by guessing the clocking times of each

LFSR starting from initial states to S(101) and solving this linear system. This number is average

76 and standard deriviation is 4.35.

Except guessing attack, Golic proposed a Time-Memory trade-o� attack. Recall we mentioned

this in the last section. But that is for the general case. We describe it for A5 case. Golic noticed

from K conversations, the attacker can get 102 � K 64-bit blocks of the known key stream. If

we build up M sorted (internal state, output block) pairs, then the kown 102� K blocks and M

output blocks are very possible to intersect if 102K�M � 263:32: Since the time required to �nd a

certain common block from M output blocks and 102K known block is T = 102 �KlogM: Thus
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time-memory trade-o� curve is TM � 263:32; T < 102 � 222; where logM factor is ignored and

upperbound of K is 222 according to the description of A5.

Now we consider the internal state reversion attack via branching process. This attack is just to

consider all the possibilities of S(t�n) given S(t): If the number of the possibilities of S(t� 1) is Z
where the known key stream information is ignored, then it is shown P (Z = 0) = 3=8; P (Z = 1) =

13=32; P (Z = 2) = P (Z = 3) = 3=32; P (Z = 4) = 1=32: The possibilities from S(t) to S(t � n)

can be explained by building a reversion tree. It is well explained by the theory of branching

process [2, 43]. Thus if we denote the size of depth n as Zn; and the size till depth n as Yn, then

Yn = O(n2); Zn = O(n) with high probability. If we consider the known key stream information, it

is shown Yn = O(n); Zn < 2 with high probability. Note the constant hidden in the big O is very

small. Since Yn represents the attacking cost to go through all the node no deeper than n and Zn is

the number of solutions at the depth n: It follows the attack is very eÆcient and solution is almost

unique. Then this method can be used to �nd the initial state from S(101) or �nd the session key

from S(0) and the public key. Note the former case can also be solved by the reversion attack via

guessing clocking number of each LFSR presented before while the latter case can not be solved by

it since a public key is involved when generating S(0) from S(�22):
Following Golics work, Biryukov, Shamir and Wagner [6] further attacked A5. In their attack, a

special pattern is chosen and pre-process random samples. When running the real attack, they wait

for the special pattern to occur in the known key stream. And then use the pre-process and further

data to determine the internal states. As result, they need pre-computation 242 � 248: Biham and

Dunkelman [4] improved the above two methods by waiting for a special event to occur and then

using several guessing techniques to exploit this special event. As result, it need 220:8 bits known

key stream and 239:91 running time in unit of one A5/1 clocking. Recently, Krause [53] propose a

new approach based on a free binary decision diagram. His approach can apply to many stream

cipher. As an example, he yields a running rime 241:

9. Distinguish from Truly Random Sequence

In this section, we will introduce distinguishing from truly random sequence attack. In this

attack, a segment of binary string together with a key stream generating algorithm is known. This

binary string is drawn equaly likely according to cipher model or according to truly random model.

The objective of the attacker is to decide which model it is drawn according to. Note even optimal

decision rule will have decision errors. The reason is, all the binary strings can be generated by
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both cipher model and truly random model. However, if this string is taken according to cipher

model, the distribution of the binary string is highly di�erent from that of random sequence.

In general, the longer the binary string is, the more the di�erence is. Taking advantage of this

di�erence, the attacker may learn some strategy to decide which model this string was drawn

from. For a good decision rule, the probability of the correct decision should be better than that

of coin toss decision. The correct decision probability minus one half is called the advantage of

the attacker's distinguishing strategy. The attack is considered to be successful if his advantage

is better than one half signicantly. Golic [28, 30, 31] presented a distinguishing attack to binary

combiner with memory. Eksahl and Jonhansson showed a distinguishing attack [20] to SOBER-t16

[45] and SOBER-t32 [46]. Coppersmith, Halevi and Jutla [9] proposed a distinguishing attack to a

class of stream cipher which has a linear masking. As examples, they applied this attack to newly

proposed SNOW stream cipher [19] and Scream stream cipher [44].

In the following we will introduce the work by Coppersmith, et al. Their method essentially uses

the statistical distance between cipher model and random model and then enlarge it such that the

attacker can com�rm the given string is taken from cipher distribution or random distribution by

considering an appropriate long key stream. We �rst de�ne a notion of statistical distance.

De�nition 9.1. Let D1 and D2 be two distributions over some �nite domain X. The statistical

distance between D1 and D2 is de�ned as

jD1 � D2j =
X
x2X

jD1(x)� D2(x)j (40)

Let DN be the product distribution of D with components being term wise independent. It is

shown in [70] that if jD1 � D2j = � and take N properly large tetween 
(1=�) and O(1=�2); then

we can have jDN1 � DN2 j � 1: Also we have XOR-lemma: Let D1 and D2 be two distributions over

f0; 1gk, let D3 = D1+D2; and denote by U the uniform distribution over f0; 1gk, and �i = jU �Dij;
then �3 � �1�2: Now given a binary string x, a decision rule DR needs to decide it is generated

according to distribution D1 or according to distribution D2. We de�ne the statistical advantage

of DR as

adv(DR) =
1

2
(PrD1

(DR(x) = 1) + PrD2
(DR(x) = 2))� 1

2
: (41)

It is easy to show if we apply maximum-liklihood rule:

ML(x) =

�
1 if D1(x) > D2(x);
2 otherwise,
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then adv(ML) = jD1�D2j=4: If we take D1 as Cipher distribution and D2 as Random distribution,

then the distinguishing attack is looked as successful if adv(DR) > s; where s is a positive constant.

In the method of Coppersmith, et al., the attacker �rst looks for a \good linear tranformation"

for the consecutive outputs and then distinguish this linear transformation from truly random by

collecting lots of data. Let us �rst de�ne cipher distribution and random distribution, given a linear

tranformation l : f0; 1g2n! f0; 1g:

Cipher distribution: Dc =< l(xi + yj ; NF (xj) + zj) >j=1;2;���, where xj is independently and

randomly taken from f0; 1gn and fyjg and fzjg are taken from an appropriate linear subspace.

Random Distribution: Dr =< l(xj; x
0
j) >j=1;2;��� xj and x0j are independently and randomly

taken from f0; 1gn:

9.1. Linear Attack. In this attack, the attacker tries to �nd a linear approximation for the non-

linear function. i:e:; he tries to function l : f0; 1g2n! f0; 1g; such that l(x;NF (x)) is biased. Let

�j = l(xj + yj ; NF (xj) + zj). Since fyjg and fzjg are taken from linear space, we can �nd set J

such that
P

j2J yj =
P

j2J zj = 0: Thus,

X
j2J

�j =
X
j2J

l(xj ; NF (xj)) +
X
j2J

l(yj ; zj) =
X
j2J

l((xj; NF (xj)):

Thus if l(x;NF (x)) has a bias of �; then
P

j2J �j has a bias of �
jJj:Also it is proved in [9], jD1�D2j �qPN

r=1AN (r)�2r: And because it is \smooth", it is expected jD1 � D2j �
q
0:8
PN

r=1AN (r)�2r:

This result can be expained as each J provids a statistical evidence of weight �2jJj: Thus all the J

gives
PN

r=1AN(r)�
2r statistical evidence for distinguishing attack. If the sum is close to 1, then we

immediately have the attacking advantage is close to 1/4. The attack on SNOW is done by �nding

a linear approximation to nonlinear FSM. And apply the attack model above. As result, it needs

295 words of key stream and work-load 2100:

9.2. Low di�usion attack. Consider cipher model and random model below.

Cipher Dc =< (wj = uj + vj ; w
0
j = u0j + v0j) >j=1;2;���; u

0
js are uniform and independent in

f0; 1gm; u0j = f(uj); f : f0; 1gm ! f0; 1gm0

is known and v1v
0
1v2v

0
2 � � � are taken from a linear

subspace.

Random Dr =< (wj; w
0
j) >j=1;2;���; where wj; wj are uniform and independent random variables

in f0; 1gm0

.
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Let Dn
f =< d =

Pn
j=1 uj ; d

0 =
Pn

j=1 f(uj) >; f : f0; 1gm! f0; 1gm0

: Then it is shown Ef [jDn
f �

Rj] � c(n)2(m
0�(n�1)m)=2; where c(n) is a �xed function of n. Coppersmith, et, al expected it is

approximated by 0:8c(n)2(m
0�(n�1)m)=2:

Now let us describe the distinguishing procedure for the above two model.

(1) Precomputation: Build up a table with entry < d; d0; b > for all matched < d; d0 > de�ned

above, where b is the bit information represents whether P (d; d0) > 2�m�m0

:

(2) Given < wj ; w
0
j >j=1;2;���; generate the corresponding sequence fbjg by looking up the

probability information of < wj ; w
0
j >. From the distance result above and basic statistical

distance properties presented before, we have the required text 2(n�1)m�m0

=c(n):

(3) Apply a simple majority vote on sequence fbjg to determine whether it is from cipher model

or from random model.

Now let us look at the attack cost. Precomputation needs 2m+m0

memory. Table building up

needs O((m+m0)2m+m0

logn) time using Wash-Hadamard transform [62]. As an attack example,

coppersmith, et, al get the result for attacking Scream [44], the attacker needs 243 bytes key stream,

280 time, and space 250:

10. Conclusion

In this report, we review the methods of stream cipher cryptanalysis in the literature. We

explain each paper's key idea and some main techniques. Some evaluations, comparisons bewteen

related papers are also given. Some other cryptanalysis of stream ciphers are not introduced

here in detail but we list here for convenient reference. Fluhrer and McGrew [21] poposed a

method for distinguishing RC4 from truly random sequence, which requires 230:6 bytes key stream.

Canteaut and Filiol [7] improved the ciphertext only attack to combination generator with unknown

combination function introduced by Palit and Roy [68]. Mihaljevic, Fossorier and Imai [55] proposed

a new fast correlation attack based a novel construction of parity check equations. Chepyzhov,et.

al proposed a simple algorithm for fast correlation attack for stream ciphers. An algorithmic view

of correlation attack is presented in [8]. The reader refers to [10, 60, 23, 14, 56, 58] for more fast

correlation attacks. Golic [29] proposed an inversion attack to nonlinear �ltering generator.
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